SPREADING CREATIVITY WORLDWIDE
ANY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD

The USA, Russia, China, Argentina and even Tuvalu, you name it. We spread creativity worldwide. You can find our products on all continents, in any country.
Top titles like The Gentlewoman; The Plant Magazine; Fantastic Man; Apartamento; MacGuffin; Harvard Design Magazine; Highsnobiety; Volume; MONU; DAMN°; Useful Photography; 200 best Ad Photographers worldwide; Kaleidoscope; ZOO Magazine; Hypebeast; Girls Like Us; Domus; Architectural Review; Architecture & Urbanism; AREA; AV Monographs; Baumeister; Bauwelt; Blueprint; PIN-UP; Casabella; Das Münster; DASH; Detail; El Croquis; eVolo; Footprint; Future and many, many more.
CREATIVE LIFESTYLE

PHOTOGRAPHY

ARCHITECTURE
AR, Architecture & Urbanism, AREA, AV Monographs, Baumeister, Blueprint, PIN-UP, Casabella, Das Münster, DASH, Detail, El Croquis and more.
ART

DESIGN

FASHION
Dapper Dan, Double, Fantastic Man, GREY, Hercules Universal, Highsnobiety, Hobo, Hypebeast, OE Magazine, ZOO and more.
Our Subscribers

Each month we ship thousands of magazines and books to hundreds of countries. These are our subscribers:

- Art, architecture, culture, fashion, design lovers
- Public libraries
- Creative professionals, creative agencies
- Bookshops & news stands
- Universities & art institutes
- Others, like fashion shops
We are the global back office of 250+ creative publishers.
We ship to any place in the world, on all continents.
We warehouse thousands of magazines and books.
We meticulously make sure that each subscriber gets his magazine, right on time.
We handle all financial hassle for magazine and book publishers.
And we market and sell magazines and books, worldwide.
We are permanently in contact with thousands of design and culture lovers. These are our media:
Online newsletter
Printed sales flyer
Social media
THE NETHERLANDS
We are located in The Netherlands, in the very heart of Europe

Bruil & van de Staaij
Douwenmaat 6
7942 KD Meppel
The Netherlands

Postbox 75
7940 AB Meppel
The Netherlands

T+31 522 261 303
F+31 522 257 827

info@bruil.info

CC: 04084570
VAT: NL8174.71.248.B01
IBAN: NL74 INGB 0000840842
BIC: INGB NL2A
Creative or commercial ideas? Just contact Just!

JUST BRUIL, CEO of BRUIL & VAN DE STAIIJ, is always open to new initiatives and exciting new ideas. So, don’t wait:

Pick up your phone and just call Just: --31 522 261 303

Write an email and tell us your ideas: info@bruil.info

Or start chatting with Skype: justbruil
BRUIL & VAN DE STAAIJ, founded in 1937, is an important link in the European art and design world, being the distributor of numerous printed publications, both magazines and books, in the fields of advertising, architecture, art, culture, design, fashion, typography and alternative lifestyle.

All of our products are characterized by intrinsic creativity. They are made by creative people, they are creative and innovative in their content and design and they are aimed at and appreciated by the creative people who define culture and innovate it.

‘SPREADING CREATIVITY WORLDWIDE’, is our motto.

We are worldwide distributor of a long list of leading titles, often exclusively. Among them many award winning magazines such as Apartamento, Harvard Design Magazine, MacGuffin, The Gentlewoman, Fantastic Man and ZOO.

We consider the products that we distribute as small works of art and therefore we are convinced that there will always be a market for them, also in a digitalized world.

And: as fervent collectors of printed creativity, we are always on the lookout for new and original editors, products and initiatives, from anywhere in the world.